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Students' understanding of
Jesuit mission
stands out

www.RegisHighlander.com

Santa lights up quad

See Jesuit on page 2

Class project
sparks neighborhood dialogue
Follow up session
scheduled for
February

Jenn Ledford
Contributing Reporter

The 2005 National Survey of Student
Engagement
(NSSE)
Means
Comparison Report shows Regis students to be above average in comparison to the Jesuit students' mean, or
average. In 2005, Regis' second year
participating in the survey, Regis students scored above average in 23 of
the 26 categories surveyed.
Conducted by Indiana University's
Centers for Postsecondary Research
and Survey Research, the NSSE studies student participation in their institution's programs and activities, showing how students spend their time and
what they gain from the collegiate
experience.
The survey, distributed each spring
for the past six years, asks for participation from college freshmen and seniors. All types of colleges nationwide
are included, but Jesuit students
receive a unique set of questions in
order to test their understanding of
Jesuit values.
The 2005 report found that Regis
students averaged a better understanding of the Regis mission and of
Jesuit values in comparison to the
Jesuit schools mean, but Assistant
Vice President for Academic Affairs
John Hickey commented that although
we rate well so far, it is still early to
make any assumptions.
Regis College Dean Paul Ewald
noted that the survey's findings may
not necessarily prove that this year's
report has any significance because
the NSSE studies different schools
each year. For example, in 2004,
Regis scored above average in only
five of the 26- categories in comparison
to other Jesuit schools. In 2005, that
number jumped from five to 23, but the
Jesuit schools and the number of
Jesuit schools surveyed change each
year, resulting in an inconsistent comparison.
Although the NSSE comparison

Denver, Colorado

Maricor Coquia
Staff Reporter

Photo by Alyse Warner

Residence Life Coordinator Kathryn Mahoney poses with Santa Claus in
the quad at the annual Christmas tree lighting. Afterward, Santa
announced the w inner of the residence hall decorating competition:
O'Connell's third floor takes the crown the winter.

Regis recognizes
World AIDS Day
Alyse Warner
Staff Reporter
Last week, trees around campus
were tied with red ribbons signifying
HIV/AIDS awareness week at Regis.
To coincide with World AIDS Day
on Thursday, students were able to
pick up their red HIV/AIDS remembrance ribbons in the Student Center
and participate in education and
advocacy events during the week.

Tuesday afternoon students, staff,
and faculty participated in a raffle to
benefit the Catholic Services
Ugandan AIDS project. Approximately
129 letters petitioning world finance
leaders to donate more money toward
the effort to eradicate the deadly disease were mailed using RUSGA
social justice funds.
At a discussion panel on
Wednesday night in Main Hall, the
community was invited to learn more
See AIDS on page 3

A gentleman comments, "We've tried
so many times to reason with this student, and yet, we feel disrespected.
Parties two, three times a week. It
came to a point where I had
enough ... ! signed a complaint."
Another woman comments, "These
kids are almost belligerent. There's a
lack of respect. It astounds me how
these students act."
Partying and students' wild behavior
was just one problem addressed during a dialogue entitled "Regis
University-Berkeley Neighborhood
Dialogue", held last Thursday night in
Loyola Hall. Organized by Dr. MaryBeth Callie, assistant professor of
Communication, the dialogue was
meant to bridge the community surrounding Regis and the university
itself as a way to find solutions for
ongoing problems facing the area.
"It started out as a small idea," said
Dr. Callie. "This meeting is the first
step of what we hope will be a regular
process of learning, listening, and collaborating with our neighborhood."
With the help of the service learning
coordinator, Melissa Nix, Dr. Callie
wanted to focus her Introduction to
Speech Communication class on the
question, "what makes a healthy community" in light of Regis' mission statement, "how ought we to live?"
As inspiration for Thursday's discussion, Loyola 27 was transformed into a
charming setup of holiday decorations
and delicious food catered by Dubbel
Dutch. Attending the event were 4
members of the Highlander staff, 3
freshmen
from
Callie's Public
Speaking class, members from the
Regis Communication Department,
administrators, and neighbors. surrounding the university.
"[In the Intro to Speech class], we
talked about the concepts of walkability, livability, and community development," expressed Callie. "We thought
See Neighborhood on page 3
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Jesuit from front page
changes, Regis seniors in the past
two years have consistently scored
higher in the category of their college
education "increasing awareness of
the relationship between global and
local issues."

Consistent scoring and new programs
According to Vice President for
Mission Tom Reynolds, a speech in
October 2000 by the Superior General
of the Society of Jesus, Peter-Hans
Kolvenbach, prompted Regis to form
the Justice Education Office, which
also led to beginning the offices of
Service Learning, Diversity, Dialogue
and lgnatian Spirituality.
In his speech, Kolvenbach recalled
the 32nd General Congregation in
1975 when Jesuits decided that the
new purpose of the Society of Jesus
would be to promote justice in addition to the service of faith. 25 years
later, Kolvenbach encouraged Jesuit
colleges and universities to remember
the purpose of the Society of Jesus by
combining faith and justice as one
focus.
The integration of Justice
Education,
Service
Learning,
Diversity, Dialogue and lgnatian
Spirituality into the Regis College
Core Curriculum may play a role in
Regis students' understanding of the
mission.
Service Learning in particular grows
every year; according to the Annual
Report for the Regis College Center
for Service Leaming in 2004-05, 455
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students participated in direct service
last year, contributing 7,227 hours to
the community, up from 393 students
who dedicated 5, 134 hours in 2003o4
· Additionally, Co-Coordinator of
Service Learning Melissa Nix mentioned that in the past year, the offices
of Justice Education,
Service
Learning, Diversity, Dialogue and
lgnatian Spirituality have been
involved in a greater collaboration
than ever before, focusing on the
engagement of the five areas instead
of each independently.
Business Assistant Professor
Aimee Wheaton-Schlander said of her
Sophomore Seminar class, "Diversity
in the Work Place," "I wouldn't teach
the class if I couldn't do service learning with it." The class sends students
into the community as volunteers for
organizations that benefit a wide
range of minority groups.
Wheaton also believes faculty support of the service learning component is an important factor in the program's success. As a faculty member,
"You're not going to be happy unless
you buy into the mission," said
Wheaton.
Religious Studies Assistant
Professor Thomas Leininger said that
involvement in the community gives
students an interdisciplinary look into
the Catholic tradition.
Leininger assimilates a form of
service learning, called community
learning, into his Christian Ethics
classes every semester. He defines
community learning as a way of getting students to observe the communi-

ty with the opportunity to apply e th i~al
concepts to issues through class discussion and sharing of topics without
the long-term commitment that service learning entails.
For Leininger, community involvement encourages students to ask
questions and care about the is~u~s
of others. Wheaton said that it is
important for students to connect with
people whose lives are different a~
part of the overall learning expenence.
Junior Greer Rawlings explained that
her service learning experience
"helped increase self-awareness" and
become cognizant of the issues faced
by people from different backgrounds.
The most notable difference
between the 2004 and 2005 NSSE
reports was in regards to "understanding the Jesuit principle of being men
and women for others." In this category, Regis students reported a significantly better than students from other
Jesuit institutions.
Regis' incorporation of service
learning into the undergraduate education has proven to benefit students'
understanding of Regis and Jesuit
values.
"We constantly need to work on
finding a large enough range of
organizations for students to work
with," said Wheaton, who also
believes we need to find a way to
bridge service learning to all majors,
not just core classes. "Service learning is a door into the Jesuit mission,
but not all of it," said Leininger.
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Regis explores recycling pro.
gram expansion
Considers "marrying
up" with metro area
universities
Andrea Silva
Senior Reporter
In a world of dwindling resources,
many universities across the nation
emphasize environmental awareness
and waste conservation. One example is Loyola Marymount University in
Los Angeles, California, which has set
up a successful system for recycling
that is entirely student-driven. At
Regis, a movement of both students
and faculty are working to lead Regis
towards greater efforts of waste conservation, and the establishment of a
recycling system may be one way to
do this.
A committee for waste reduction
meets to discuss ideas of how to conserve resources at Regis, says
Student Body President Frank Haug.
The committee was formed in
response to a number of different
organizations' scattered efforts that
were not really in concurrence with
one another. "Nobody was really on
the same page" said Haug , "so we set
up this committee to try and resolve
that."
Currently, the Waste Reduction
Committee, which is comprised of
members from student senate, faculty,
and staff, is trying to see how much
interest there would be in making
recycling more evident on campus.
"We are trying to s~e if the grassroots
really want to do this," said Mike
Redmond, Director of Physical Plant
and Capitol Projects. "Usually if they

do, it will take off and work, but I think
that the critical thing is the interest
and making sure it happens."
Redmond says that Regis already
recycle to some extent. There are
bins for recycling paper at many locations around campus and there are
also cardboard recycling bins next to
dumpsters. However, as Haug
explained, "cardboard and paper
probably do not constitute a lot of our
waste," which is why some students
and faculty have expressed interest in
recycling other materials, such as
glass, aluminum, and plastic.
Establishing a recycling system at
Regis would be a major project, say
both Haug and Redmond. It would
mainly require bringing in services to
both collect the recyclables and take
them to recycling sites, which can be
costly. As Redmond said, "If you're
not a major producer of recycled
waste, there is usually a surcharge to
picking it up."
Regis is not a heavy producer of
recyclables, so the Waste Reduction
Committee is exploring what the costs
and benefits of setting up a recycling
system would be. The cost of hiring a
company to come and pick up products such as glass ,and aluminum may
be too high if not enough pounds of
these recyclables are produced.
Redmond said that Regis could possibly "marry up" with other universities
in the metro area to form a synergistic
recycling system. However, it would
be first and foremost important to gain
support from each of the three
schools within Regis University.
The expense that would accompany recycling makes interest a key factor in deciding whether or not to
invest in such an endeavor. "It's a

very expensive proposition to get into
if you don't have the synergy and the
interest of the students mainly.
Students really really have to push it,
because that's where most of the
recycling does take effect" explained
Redmond.
According to Haug, a survey will
soon be distributed that will help the
waste reduction committee gain a better idea of where the Regis community stands on this issue. The goal is to
have the prospective survey out
before Christmas break, after which
the surveys will be tabulated and
resulting information distributed to the
Regis community.
In the future, Haug alluded to the
possibility of the Waste Reduction
Committee establishing work-study
positions. "We need to get the different organizations and departments on
campus to really buy into this and
make a commitment to it so that when
a person leaves, a specific department says 'ok, we have to have
somebody from this department on
the committee."' The Regis University
Student Government Association is
also considering providing money to
student clubs and organizations so
that they can assist in furthering
waste reduction efforts as well.
As part of the Regis Jesuit Mission
is to "make a positive impact in a
changing society" and to "make intelligent choices," Haug believes that
bringing recycling to Regis would be a
unique way to carry out these calls.
"I think this idea of service to others is
also very important in the sense that if
we can use less and conserve more,
we're not only helping the environment but we are also providing other
ways for people to be employed in
recycling plants," Haug said , "We're
going to run out of things eventually,
so I think that part of serving others is
making sure that we distribute our
wealth and are consuming fairly
equally."
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Kwanzaa celebration set for next Tuesday
Maricor Coquia
Staff Reporter
The Black Student Alliance will be
hosting a "Kwanzaa Celebration" in
the Student Center Dining Hall, this
Thursday, December 8 from noon to
1:30 p.m
Kwanzaa, meaning "first fruits of
the harvest" in Swahili, "is a celebration, a chance for students to learn
about the African culture," said
President Tave Johnson. Created in
1966 by Dr. Maulana Karenga,
Kwanzaa is celebrated over seven
days, beginning December 26th and
ending January 1st, paying tribute to

AIDS

from front page

in sub-Saharan Africa described the
absolute destruction the disease
caused there. A third view on the disease came from a pediatric nurse
who spent much of her long career
working with hemophilia patients unintentionally exposed to the HIV virus
during treatment.
According to the Colorado Aids
Project (CAP), 40 million people are
estimated to be living with HIV/AIDS.
Of these, 2.2 million are children

Neighborhood
from front page

it was important that the students
begin to meet and talk with our neighbors who live across the street, to hear
your perspectives on living in the
neighborhood, on the assets and challenges of the of the Regis-Berkeley
neighborhood."
Paul Alexander, director on the
Institute on the Common Good facilitated the four key threads addressed
at the event, including parking and the
future plans for K-Mart lot, student partying, revitalizing 50th and Lowell, and
Regis as a neighbor and valuable
resource. The dialogue, however,
mainly focused on parking and student
partying, raising many important
issues and implications among members of the community.
A faculty member commented on
parking, "The problem concerns not
only students but we as faculty as well.
It's just as frustrating," she said. "And
when I'm in a crunch to be in time for
class, I'm forced to park among the
neighboring streets already congested
with cars. I feel bad, but I can't help it."
An estimated 3000 students and
staff are on campus daily, yet, only
1500 parking spots are available.
"We're already pretty close to the
maximum capacity our university can
hold," said Karen Webber, vice-president of University Services, elaborating on the university's plans with parking and K-mart. "Construction, however, will hopefully be done around
August 2006, in time for the Fall
semester."
Also heavily discussed last
Wednesday was student partying, and
their negative effects on neighboring
households.
"I hate to say it, but these students
are a reflection of Regis University,"
said one woman. "They degrade
what's supposed to be a positive
image."
"Don't get us wrong," said another
woman. "Regis has been a great part
in the community. We just want these
problems to get better. We want the

Americans of African descent nationwide,
"I don't want students to think we're
replacing Christmas," said Johnson. "I
just want students to come and have
a great time."
Seven principles are advocated
during Kwanzaa: Umoja (unity),
Kujichagulia (self-determination),
Ujima (collective work and responsibility, Ujamaa (cooperative economics), Nia (purpose), Kuumba (creativity), and lmani (faith). These principles, along with other activities will be
integrated throughout the event's
agenda.

Entertainment will be provided by the
Watoto African Dancers and
Drummers, featuring traditional
African dance and music. Lunch, in

connection with Sodexho, will include
items like fried chicken, sweet potatoes, fried okra, and peach cobbler.
"It'll be a lot of fun," said Johnson.

Class petitions for reassessment of
EPA air standard
Maricor Coquia
Staff Reporter

Swansea, a community just east on 1-70, across 1-25, is home to what
seems like the typical all-American neighborhood. There are " ... spring gardens, dogs playfully yapping, and moms chatting in their yards watching their
young children play," says a presentation done by Regis chemistry students.
Surrounding this community however, are a multitude of oil refineries, metal
producers, highways, and even a dog food plant, all of which dispense toxic
gases into the environment.
Last spring, students of Dr. Rebecca Brewer's chemistry class, Advanced
Lab II, conducted an experiment in partnership with Regis Service Learning
under the age of 15. Although the
and Colorado People's Environmental and Economic Network (COPEEN) to
exact numbers may change, the CAP
determine if levels of carbon monoxide (CO) exceeded state and federal regustates that at least 14,666 people
lations and if elevated levels of arsenic, cadmium, lead, and chromium could
were diagnosed with HIV/AIDS in
be found in the soils for a building site opted for a new community resource
Colorado as of September 2004.
For more information, visit
center.
"I do analytical chemistry which coincides with environmental issues. In the
www.coloradoaidsproject.org and
class, we analyzed the data collected around various sites in Swansea, like the
www.ONE.org.
elementary schoQI ," expressed Dr. Brewer. "I thought the class would be a
good place to incorporate a service learning component as the students have
Ashly Blincow also contributed to this
a good amount of experience in chemistry."
article
In particular, the students wanted to measure the amount of CO in relation
to child health . Studies in Seattle have linked high levels of CO and particulate
matter in the air to high incidences of asthma in children, prompting attention
to the pollution located in Denver and surrounding communities.
In the past, Swansea has long been
students to know who we are, to ideas as stepping stones to help subject to a long history of environunderstand that it's not only their lives, improve the Regis-Berkeley neighbor- mental contamination including soils
hood relationship. Members of the found laden with heavy metals and
but ours too."
Neighbors living in vicinity of Regis newly-formed "BRUN" Association arsenic, and air samples filled with
"party houses" raised a plethora of (Berkeley-Regis United Neighbors), an traces of particulate matter, CO, and
issues, from left over trash, indecent extension of the existing Berkeley acetonitrile.
Association ,
also
Fortunately, the students discovered
driving late at night, property trespass- Neighborhood
ing, and retaliation, just to name a few. expressed that they are looking for- the CO levels in Swansea were much
The dialogue provided an outlet for ward to working with Regis. A meeting lower than the required amount for CO
many to voice their concerns of such is already scheduled for next February poisoning in adults, which is 30-100
parts per million for 8 hours or longer.
issues. Strong emphasis was placed in the spring semester.
As the dialogue advances, the The results were also under the federon "bettering the relationships" among
Regis students and the neighboring Highlander will be covering the issue al regulation of allowed CO levels (9
as a form of "civic journalism," support- ppm every 8 hours).
community.
"Swansea community residents
"I think if students get to know us ing the dialogue's main goal of bridging
better, they'd understand," said one the university and surrounding neigh- and COPEEN were relieved to find out
woman. "We have a rich, rich commu- borhoods. The paper will especially that the ambient carbon monoxide,
nity out here. It's a great group of peo- focus on the relationships of the lead, arsenic, cadmium and chromium
University's neighbors, profiling indi- levels in the soil around the Swansea
ple."
elementary school [aren't approaching]
Alexander finally asked the group, viduals and the area's rich history.
"Yes," agreed one woman. "If [the hazardous levels," said Brewer.
"What steps can we take as a community to start addressing these prob- students] only knew the history, the However, despite posing no immediate
people in their vicinity, maybe we can health threat, students in their summalems?"
ry report said, "We recommend federal
The participants, anticipating an all move forward."
CO regulations to be reinvestigated
opportunity of change , answered
due to recent students relating childhopefully. They brainstormed multiple
hood asthmatic attacks to ambient CO
levels." They also recommended common tips in preventing the increase of
air and soil pollution , such as carpooling and preventing exposure outdoors
during Red Pollution Advisory days.
Katie Beaber '05, one of the students in Dr. Brewer's class commented, "I think the most useful part of the
study was finding that the amount of
carbon dioxide the children were being
exposed to was not threatening," she
said. "I also think it was amazing that
our findings pushed us to petition for
the FDA to reconsider the standards of
CO emissions."
Legislative action is underway, processing in response to the studies
done by Dr. Brewer's students.
"After the experiment, we wrote a
petition proposing the reinvestigation
of the CO regulations in Denver,"
Brewer said . "Gregg Thomas from the
City and Country of Denver and
Denver Mayor John Hickenlooper are
Photo by Chris Dieterich planning to move forward with the
plans for this coming semester."
Director of the Institute on the Common Good Paul Alexander facilitates
the first university-neighborhood dialogue in Loyola Hall December 1.
Annie O'Connor '05 also contributed to
this article.
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From Containment to
Preemption: Vietnam and Iraq
Justin Goldman
Opinion Editor

Comparisons between
our current operations
in Iraq and those fought
a generation ago in
Southeast Asia have
been used to varying
degrees since the current war began in
March 2003. Some comparisons raise
an important critique of policy while
others simply reflect the intense partisanship in American politics today. Far
too often criticism gets characterized
in statements designed for media consumption.
References to Michael
Moore seem to be an easy response
to any critique of the White House.
Vietnam is a word that brings out
strong emotions from people of all
points of view in this country. Dr.
Jeffrey Record , professor in the
of
Strategy
and
Department
International Security at the U.S. Air
Force's Air War College, served as a
pacification advisor in the Mekong
Delta, arriving in Vietnam in January
1968 as the Tet Offensive was breaking out. The introduction to his 1998
book, The Wrong War, states, "The
Vietnam War has divided Americans
as has no other foreign conflict since
the War of 1812." One of his observations is how we view our opposition
and the nation's level of commitment
Record says,
to the war's aim.
"Asymmetry of interest produced
asymmetry of commitment, which in
turn yielded continual American surprise and dismay at Hanoi's political
stubbornness and military perseverance."
We have seen continuous
frustrations with the will and lethality of
the insurgents in Iraq. Writing in
December 2003, Record calls the war
in Iraq, "an unnecessary preventative
war" that has "diverted attention and
resources away from securing the
American homeland against further
assault by an undeterrable Al Qaeda."
One of the most frustrating
aspects of comparing Iraq and
Vietnam is the level in which we have
progressed in our conduct of unconventional operations.
Dr. Anthony
Cordesman is the Arleigh A. Burke
Chair in Strategy at the Center For
Strategic and International Studies.
According to Dr. Cordesman, "We
ignore the fact that the course and outcome of counterinsurgency wars
inevitably is affected by the law of
unintended consequences.
Risk
analysis is remarkably difficult,
because risk analysis based on what
we think we know going in, and that
set of perceptions almost invariably
proves to be seriously wrong over
time. Both allies and enemies evolve
in unpredictable ways. Political , social
and economic conditions change
inside the zone of conflict in ways we
cannot anticipate."
In 1965 we
increased the number of US Forces in
Vietnam to 500,000. We failed to
understand the opposition and the
nearly two decades they had spent
conducting insurgent operations. In
1946 Ho Chi Minh warned French
negotiators about the Vietnamese
resolve saying, "If we have to fight, we
will fight. You will kill -ten of our men
and we will kill one of yours, and in the
end it will be you who will tire of it."
One of the interesting parallels is the
use of body counts in reporting on Iraq.
According to Mark Benjamin of
Salon.com, "An extensive review of
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combat accounts from military commanders reveals that regular reporting
of body counts appears to have begun
with the battle for Fallujah in
November 2004." According to John
Pike, director of GlobalSecurity.org,
the use of body counts is deliberate, "It
may be that they regard it as being
part of the good news story: that we
are winning the war." How successful
is the use of body counts? The war is
increasingly less popular here at
home. A November ABC/Washington
Post Poll found that 60 percent of
those asked said the war in Iraq was
not worth fighting.
Democratic Congressman John
Murtha of Pennsylvania is a significant
voice in this comparison.
On
November 17, Congressman Murtha
made a speech outlining what he calls
"Redeployment from Iraq." The
release from the Congressman's
Office says, "Staying the course in Iraq
is not an option or a policy. I believe
we must begin discussions for an
immediate re-deployment of U.S.
forces from Iraq." The attacks on
Murtha reflect the post-Vietnam condition that the Democrats are viewed as
the weaker party on issues of national
security.
However, the majority of
these arguments are troublesome
when people try to pin them on John
Murtha. He served a total of 37 years
in the United States Marine Corps. In
Vietnam he served with distinction
earning the Bronze Star with Combat
"V," two Purple Hearts, and the
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry. The
sad reality is the Congress showed its
inability to conduct a serious debate on
this matter.
Another comparison was made by
Army Colonel David Hackworth, who
was laid to rest on May 31 , 2005 in
Arlington National Cemetery. Prior to
his death Colonel Hackworth had been
the most decorated living American
soldier. He was known for his expertise in countering guerilla operations,
including over four years of combat
service in Vietnam. He was also an
outspoken critic of the War in Iraq.
Hackworth wrote in February 2005,
"Most combat vets pick their fights
carefully. They look at their scars,
remember the madness and are
always mindful of the fallout. That's
not the case in Washington, where the
White House and the Pentagon are
run by civilians who have never sweated it out on a battlefield." In 1971 he
appeared on ABC's
"Issues and
Answers" from the field in Vietnam.
He predicted that Saigon would fall to
the North Vietnamese within four
years. A statement that was chillingly
accurate. The Bush Administration,
particularly after the departure of
Secretary Powell, lacks voices that are
tempered by this kind of experience.
In all of this we must take a hard look
at where we are going with our policy
in Iraq and the Global War on
Terrorism. Is what we are doing effective? What are we unable to commit
resources to in order to prosecute this
war? Do we understand the threat?
What are the consequences of a rapid
withdrawal? What would this withdrawal mean for nations in the region,
especially ones in which the United
States relies on for energy resources?
Although South Vietnam fell to communism following our withdrawal in
1975, we succeeded in the Cold War
as the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991.
What will our strategic position look
like in a decade and a half?

The hidden gamble· of
online "opportunities"
Christopher Harless
Adjunct Professor,
Regis College

Last year, the
Highlander reported on
how online gambling
has become something of a fad among
college students. Although it may not
be as big as the Facebook craze that
the Highlander reported on two weeks
ago, the fact that online gambling is
popular with the Internet generation
probably came as little surprise to
readers. The fact that gambling carries certain risks also probably comes
as no surprise. But are there lessobvious financial dangers lurking on
the Net that college students should be
aware of? Web-sawy students may
consider themselves immune from
phishing attacks or Nigerian "advance
fee" email scams, but there are a host
of online "opportunities" out there
whose risky status may not be so obvious. Here is a quick look at some of
the more subtle ones. Risk-takers
beware, the stakes of these games
may be more than you bargained for!
Affiliate and Viral Marketing
Many retail companies, such as
Amazon.com, have so-called "affiliate"
programs where they pay for advertising on other people's websites whenever they refer customers who make
purchases. This has been a highly
successful program for Amazon.com,
and the practice is growing. Of 194
online retailers who responded to a
recent survey conducted by the magazine, Internet Retailer, 12% say they

currently have programs with more
than 10,000 affiliates, and 16% say
that more than 21 % of their sales
come from affiliates.
It is possible to make money through
affiliate programs, but many people
soon discover that it takes a great deal
of time to develop a website that is rich
enough in content to generate paying
"clicks." Therefore, in order to encourage more traffic to their websites
many resort to what has becom~
known as "viral marketing." On the
Net, this term refers to strategies
designed to multiply links to a site
through postings on discussion
boards, chat rooms, and biogs. In its
most annoying form viral marketing
takes the form of mass emailings, or
spam. Another strategy involves offering to link to someone else's website in
exchange for a link to one's own.
Notice that at this point, the other website owner could be considered an
affiliate-that is, an affiliate of an affiliate, or an advertiser for an advertiser.
Just as spammers make a good deal
of money selling email lists to other
spammers, viral marketers tend to
cannibalize each other. From this perspective, the whole system of "link
exchanges" appears circular and parasitical on the larger economy. Viral
marketing indeed! If you are thinking
about earning money through affiliate
programs, avoid viral marketing scams
that make ridiculous promises.
Multi-Level Marketing
If you are looking to make money

See Gamble on page 5
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Gamble trom page 4
fast on the Internet, sooner or later you
are bound to discover the world of
multi-level marketing {MLM). The
be~t-kn_own pioneer in MLM is Amway,
which in 1999, spun off the Quixtar
company to cash in on the Internet
craze. Since the mid 1990's a plethora of similar business "opportunities"
have emerged on the web, most of
which involve giving new recruits a
personalized webpage, from which
they can sell products. The real
money in MLM, however, is to be
made, not in selling products through
the website, but in finding new recruits,
developing a "downlioe," and taking a
cut from their sales. Actually, the "real"
money, in many cases, is made
through the sale of motivational materials.
The line between legal multi-level
marketing
and
illegal
pyramid
schemes is sometimes fine. After a
four-year legal battle between the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
Amway, a court ruling in 1979 defined
the minimal requirements that MLM
businesses must meet. In a nutshell,
the ruling says that actual products
must be sold and that it must be possible for an individual distributor to make
money selling them without recruiting
any downline distributors. If the primary focus of the business is on
recruiting for the sake of recruiting,
then it is illegal.
Online Pyramid Schemes
Recently, a number of elaborate
schemes have emerged on the
Internet that pose themselves as legal
multi-level marketing businesses, but
that are, in fact, illegal pyramid
schemes. Usually, the participants of
such schemes deny they are involved
in a pyramid or that they are doing
anything illegal. Many will try to disguise the fact that they have no prod-

uct by suggesting they are selling
"information" about how to build an
online business. Of course, such information is wholly useless unless the
buyer actually joins the program.
Beware of businesses that do not offer
valuable products or services or that
focus primarily on recruiting rather
than sales.
Some schemes try to disguise their
illegality with a "pay it forward" or "oneup" design, arguing that since memberships are "given," no one has to
pay to join. However, a judge would
not likely be convinced, since the distinctive feature of a pyramid is still
present. Eventually, someone above
will take money from the people below
without giving anything of value in
return, except, of course, the "opportunity" to do the same to others.
A Question to Consider
If you are weighing whether or not to
start an online business, here is an
important question to consider: Would
you be selling a product or service that
actually has value in the larger economy, or would you be merely trying to
hook others on a dream? If you are
unable to answer this question in a
way that satisfies, save yourself the
high-stakes gamble and know when to
walk away!
For More Information:
If you are considering an online business opportunity, the following websites are highly recommended:
http://www.ftc.gov/bizopps/
http://WWW.mlmsurvivor.com/
http://www.pyramidschemealert.org/
The FTC site contains information
about other common frauds, such as
the envelope-stuffing, medical billing,
and mystery-shopping scams. Also,
you may want to inquire with the Better
Business Bureau or the state Attorney
General's office about a specific program.

Congratulations...
1h all of those vvho have already stopped by

the Internship 0.ffice and have begun the
search for our
Spring 2006 internship!
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Annual Percentage Rate (APR)-

lnterest rate that accumulates yearly.
In order to calculate the rate take the

er

average compound interest rate divid-

ed by the term of the loan. This rate
allows consumers to compare loans.

Consumer Credit Protection Act-

eware:

Main purpose is to protect the rights of
consumers. This Act includes the Truth
in Lending disclosures. Creditors are
responsible for using comprehensive
language that the average person can
understand.

Credit Card- A plastic card used in the
place of actual concrete money. All
users are responsible for charges
accrued as well as interest rates that
are hinged on the consumer's credit
report and borrower's income.

With the post-Thanksgiving, pre-Christmas shopping
surge underway and the after-Christmas sales looming not
too distantly on the horizon, a few credit card tips may be
helpful to avoid the dreaded D-word: Debt.

EXFLOB.IlfG T~E SAVAGE
I

FDIC- The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation is a US Government
agency responsible for managing bank
insurance funds. They insure banks
and other qualifying financial institu-

tions up to $100,000 per account in
interest and principal. The insurance

from the
Interest rate- Extra charge on a personal or home loan. The type of loan
determines the rate.

- -~~
---

·--

-

Overdraft- Spending more money
than is in your account. Also known as
insufficient funds.
Penalty Rate- Rate that is set a few
percentage points higher that the
card's APR, that penalizes the card

-·

holder after one late payment.

f

Returned o r "bounced" c heck
c harge - Also known as a insufficient

funds fee. The charge applied to peo-

-· .
......

~

ple who have overdrawn thei r account.
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A FICO (short for Fair Isaac & Co.
Credit after the corporation that
invented it) score is used by borrowers to determine the credit rate a
lender is likely to receive. In
essence, a FICO score tabulates a
person's history of paying bills into a
single numerical score.
Like a SAT score, it predicts the
likelihood that a person will do something. An SAT is said to predict how
well someone will do in college, a
credit score predicts the likelihood
that someone will pay their bills: the
higher the score, the more favorable
the outcome. Credit scores determine risk. A low cred it score makes a
person riskier. A high credit score
will likely mean that a person will be
able to receive a lower interest rate
on a mortgage or car payment.
Such scores utilize mathematical
formulas and tables that assign point
values to numerous bits of data.
Missing a phone payment, for example, will count against a credit score
in a certain way.

Credit scores factor into
accou nt:
•
Late payments
•
The length of time credit has
been established
•
Length of time at present
residence
•
Employment history
•
Negative credit informa tion
such as bankruptcies, collections,
etc.

How can I increase my credit
score?

Avoiding the holiday
spending hangover
Art by LaVanda Mireles

Alyse Warner
Feature Editor

What's in
a score?

"Holiday Buying and
Credit Tips" from
Consumer's Union

In an age where plastic is everything, and money can disappear
from accounts with the quick swipe
of a card, many people might not
•
Avoid offers of "no payments, no
realize what a hole of debt they are
interest for six months" as bills no.t paid
digging for themselves. The holiday
in full before the end of the no payment
season can distract us from the
period can result in owing interest from
downward spiral of our bank
the initial purchase
accounts. As a new possessor of
plastic I have made some very dis•
Avoid signing anything you don't
turbing observations about this new
understand.
found power. With the swipe of a
card money that took days and
•
Don't accept offers to skip a pay
weeks to build up is gone in an - ment as interest may continue of
instant. I have been in stores where
build up.
they did not even tell me my total,
but still expected me to hand over
•
Don't take cash advances on your
my debit card . Any person devoted
credit card.
to staying out of debt is presented
.
with a challenge in this technology
•
Avoid store credit card offers that
dependent world . Balancing your
usually have higher interest rates than
accounts becomes a challenge as
other cards.
never before because you not only
have to keep track of checks but
•
Don't buy extended warranties.
amounts handed over by a simple
"Extended warranties are a high comswipe.
mission, high profit item. Resist the
With the holiday season upon us
hard sell. Fewer than 20% of products
it is necessary for everyone to exercovered by an extended warranty are
cise vigilance over their spending
ever brought in for repair. Estimates of
habits. Buried in debt in January is
profit margins on service contracts
unfortunately where many people
range from 40% to 77%."
could find themselves. By overextending ourselves we are not only
Information found at http://www.con _
creating a nightmare in the months
sumersunion .org/frnance/1199tipsw.htm
to come.

Steps to follow before signing a credit card contract.

1) Educate yourself when it comes to interest rates, and APR.
Don't acccept the first option you find.
2) Beware of introductory rates that are deceptively low, but will
increase in a few months time. Be diligent about understanding
the language of your contract, and read all of the fine print.
3) Annual rates can vary, make sure ihat you know what fee you
will be charged for having the card before you sign on . In some
cases, a credit card without an annual fee coupled with a higher
interest rate may have a better end result than a card with no
annual fee but a lower interest rate.
4) Some card companies will not impose a finance charge if you
pay your bill ahead of schedule. While some other companies
begin to accumulate from the date of purchase.
5) Be conscious of any fees that can be imposed on your card,
such as late payment fees.
6) It is not absolutely necessary for you to pay off your balance
every month, however it is highly recommended. Making only the
minimum payment on debt can literally mean that it is impossible
for you to pay off the credit card in your lifetime.

Sidestepping the fine
print: Students need to
know facts to avoid
credit card debt
Chris Dieterich
Editor in Chief

it can happen so fast that you might not
even know what hit you . Last year I was
at the Pepsi Center to catch the Nuggets
play the Sixers. Walking back to my seat
after getting a drink, young people in a big
white booth waved at me and offered me
a free T-shirt. Not being a man that passes up a free shirt of any kind, I sauntered
over to the booth to see what the deal
was. As it turns out, in order to "qualify" for
my shirt (white or powder blue) I had to
sign up for a new platinum credit card. I
was somewhat surprised to see that people all around me were filling out the
forms seemingly without even thinking
about what they were getting themselves
into. I declined the shirt, and with it perhaps a mound of debt in the future.
College students are often the target of
freebies or gimmicks on the part of credit
card companies. According to Bankrate,

Inc, a leading aggregator of financial rate
information , such tricks ·are designed to
lure in potential customers that think they
are getting a great deal. Advertisements
offer what might seem like a bargain: cash
back rewards, zero percent interest rates
for six months or even duffle bags and
mugs.
At Regis, credit card companies occasionally set up booths inside the Student
Center to solicit additional business.
Beware! Students that are short on money
and ill-informed about the potential effects
of debt can benefit the credit card industries enormously. As the Vice President of
Nellie Mae, the nation's largest student
loan provider, notes, "undergraduate students and credit cards remain a dangerous combination ."
According to PBS Frontline's "Secret
History of the Credit Card," credit card
companies often provide consumers misleading information that can trick someone into signing a card contracts without
fully understanding the contract's fine
print. By missing even a single payment,
interest rates can more than double.
Special offers are often terminated as
soon as a single payment is missed. Late
fees can be charged along with over the
limit fees .
Surprising to most people, notes PBS,
is that interest rates on a credit card can
rise even if a person makes all his/her

payments on time. So called "universal
default" rules can turn a missed payment
on a cell phone into higher credit card
rates (APR). This happens because a
person's interest rate is contingent on
their credit score (see above). As this
credit score weakens due to missed payments to a utility or insurance company
the effects can translate into higher credit
cards, even though a person paid all of
those bills on time. The lesson is: PAY
YOUR BILLS each month. Carrying over
credit card balances can make paying off
your debt painfully slow if the minimum
payments are made. Bankrate contributor
Lisa Larozy notes that a 'Student with a
interest rate of 18 percent paying the minimum balance would need 12 years and
almost $1 ,200 in additional interest to pay
of a $1,000 balance. Credit card debt can
get wildly out of control virtually over
night, while the repercussions can drag
on for years.
New credit cards are available almost
everywhere. Each one offers a seemingly
unbeatable deal. College students must
be especially vigilant to avoid destroying
their credit score and paying off interest
for years.

http://www.bankrate.com
http://www.pbs. org

The need to borrow money for
additional loans for school , house or
car payments or anything else
occurs at various junctures in life.
For this reason, it is important to try
to raise your credit score.
While it is difficult to increase your
score over the short run , here are
some tips to increase your score
over a period of time.

•
Pay your bills on time.
•
Do not apply for credit frequently. Having a large number of
inquiries on your credit report can
worsen your score.
•
Reduce your credit-card balances. If you are over your credit
card limits, this will affect your credit
score egativeiy. Pay as much as
you can each month to lower your
balance. Only paying the minimum
each month will prolong debt.
•
If you have limited credit, obtain
additional credit. This does not
mean that you should spend over
your credit limit. See the first tip.

All information from http://www. creditscoring.com
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The Stoltz Report: NFL .Playoff Picture
..r'',
Luke Stoltz
Contributing
Columnist
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Those of you who
know me know that
there are really only
two things that get me out of bed in the
morning. Accounting is one of them,
as you already know. The only other
thing that makes pants worth putting
on is football. Luckily for me there is
always accounting to do and this NFL
season is shaping up to a number of
good races for the playoffs, with the
subplot of the Indianapolis Colts' possibly undefeated season thrown in for
good measure.
In the NFC, nine teams have a
chance to make the playoffs and eight
teams in the AFC have a shot. This
means that out of 32 teams, 17 still
have a shot at making it to Detroit to
play in the Super Bowl. Having more
than half the teams in the league still
fighting for a playoff spot will no doubt
provide a climatic finish.
But which will be the 12 lucky teams
to make it to the post season? At this
point, the playoff picture is a little clearer in the AFC than the NFC. There is
really no doubt in any sane person's
mind who will win the South division
ride the top seed into the playoffs. The
Indianapolis Colts are currently 12-0
and continue their quest to become the
first team to go undefeated since the
1972 Miami Dolphins. Although they
have some tough games coming down
the stretch, Dungee's squad should
easily gain home field advantage
throughout the playoffs.
The real
question is whether or not they will go
16 and 0. I don't believe that they will
go undefeated. They face a tough
schedule, particularly at Seattle in
week 16, and their need to stay
healthy for a run at the playoffs might
keep some starters off the field. But
hey, they could pull it off. That would
shut me up pretty damn quickly.
As far as the other three AFC divi-

sions go, Cincinnati took a huge step
this weekend to winning the North by
beating rival Pittsburgh. The home
town Broncos still look to be the
favorite to win the West despite a
tough loss to the hated Kansas City
Chiefs. Even though they lost this
weekend, their three-headed rushing
monster combing Mike Anderson,
Tatum Bell, and Ron Dayne at running
back, plus a fairly easy schedule
should help them drift intc a bye in the
playoffs. As for the incredibly weak
East division, the New England
Patriots are on their way to the playoffs
looking to defend their Super Bowl
crown.
As far as the wild card spots in the
AFC, there are four teams fighting for
two positions. The Pittsburgh Steelers,
Jacksonville Jaguars, Kansas City
Chiefs, and San Diego Chargers are
each trying to get in. The Jaguars
have a leg up in this race because they
have a one game advantage plus they
face the weakest schedule. As for the
other spot, I feel that the Steelers will
grab it due to a comparably easy run
down the stretch. This is a tough race
to call, but I am excited to see how it
pans out.
The NFC has a slightly more muddled playoff picture. Gone is the perennial contender Philadelphia Eagles,
hampered by the injury of quarterback
Donovan McNabb and the ever-annoying antics of Terrell Owens. As far as
the number one seed in the playoffs
goes, it appears that the road to Detroit
will be going through Seattle, where
MVP candidate Shaun Alexander has
the Seahawks dreaming big. Although
they do play in the less than spectacular NFC West, I still feel that the
Seahawks do have a strong team and
a legitimate shot to make a run at the
NFC title.
In the South division the Carolina
Panthers look like the team to beat,
despite a good Tampa Bay team and a
faltering Atlanta Falcons team. The
Panthers were many experts' pick to

win the NFC and it looks like they have
a chance to prove some people right.
In the North the resurgent Chicago
Bears, with their incredible defense
and defensive player of the year candidate Brian Urlacher, look to be making
a trip to the playoffs for the first time
since 2002. Although the Minnesota
Vikings are on fire right now, I expect
that they will once again falter at the
end of season, just like the past two
seasons. As for the East division, it
appears that the New York Giants are
going to hold off the Dallas Cowboys
and claim the crown in the toughest
division in the NFC.
The wild card picture is where it gets
less predictable.
The Cowboys,
Vikings, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and
Atlanta Falcons all have good chances
of grabbing a wild card slot while, the
Washington Redskins have a slim to
none chance. Like the Jaguars in the
AFC, the Sues have a leg up due to
their having a one game better record
than the other teams. I think that this
advantage plus rookie of the year candidate Carnell "Cadillac" Williams will
drive the Pewter Pirates into the playoffs. The last spot is really a toss up
between Dallas and Atlanta because
the loss of QB Daunte Culpepper will
prove too much to for the Vikings to
overcome once Brad Johnson comes
back down to earth.
The Dallas
Cowboys are my pick simply because I
feel that they have the better team.
Although Michael Vick is a great player, I just don't believe that he has the
talent surrounding him that he needs.
As you all now see the NFL is shaping up to have a fantastic finish. This
season has already been a great one
and it will continue to be exciting. This
is to say nothing of the tremendous
lineup of college bowl games we have
coming our-way. The national championship truly could be one for the ages
however, hat is too much for this article
though so for now just think about all of
the great NFL action you have coming
your way.

EXECUTIVE TANS
4 Entry level tans for $15.00
or
4 High speed tans for $20.00
*Consecutive days only
*One per customer per 4 days

*Expires January 31, 2005
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*Must have complete coupon to be valid

Executive Tans
7310 W 52nd Ave, Unit B
Arvada, CO 80002
(303) 421-6117
M-F 6:00am-8:00pm
5-5 9:00am-4:00pm

RUSGA Senate
approves
bouldering wall
Wall ·to be installed
over winter break in
Fitness Center; ready
for climbers first week
of spring semester
Marlena Hargrove
Staff Reporter
On November 7, Regis University
Student Government Association
(RUSGA) and the Regis University
Senate approved of the installation of
a bouldering wall, which is scheduled
to be ready for use by the beginning
of the spring semester.
Planned for the southeast corner
of the Fitness Center, the wall will be
approximately 12 feet at its highest
peak, 30 feet wide and 15 feet deep.
A 10 feet high free-standing pinnacle
with an archway will connect to the
main wall. The pinnacle can be used
by more experienced climbers to
cross over to the wall via the archway.

The bouldering wall will reach 12
feet at its highest peak, while most
rock walls reach about 30 to 40 feet.
Traversing the wall does not require
the use of ropes, so climbers will not
have to have a second person on the
ground. With rock walls, a person
needs to be certified to belay (hold
their partners rope as they climb);
with the bouldering wa)I no equipment is used and therefore certification is not required.
Climbers, ranging from novice to
expert level, will have the opportunity
to follow set, colo~-coded paths, or to
choose their own. Each color will
represent a level of difficulty, allowing
climbers to improve their bouldering
skills as it continues to challenge
them.
The grand opening of the wall will
take place the first week of spring
semester.
Assistant of Student
Activities Dave Bourassa said , "The
main goal of the project is to introduce the sport of climbing to people
and to give students a different
opportunity in terms of physical fitness, also to get a good workout
both physically and mentally."
Open to all Regis University students and faculty members for no
cost, the hours for using the bouldering wall will be the same as the fitness center. Bourassa said , "I hope
that students who have never tried
climbing will give this a shot."
The bouldering wall was proposed
approximately a year and a half ago,
but was finally agreed upon this
Student activity fees ,
semester.
which have collected in a reserve
account over the past three years,
will be used to fund the wall. The
Senate, which is composed of about
30 representatives from each of the
student organizations on campus,
and the RUSGA will be in charge of
the design and colors of the wall.
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Lady Rangers look for
another promising season

Men's hoops set for fresh start

Player ~potlight

Erica Easter
Staff Reporter

Women's basketball team hosted
Montana State University-Billings for
the season opener on Sunday,
December 4, but the game concluded
with a loss for the Rangers. This was a
non-conference game and the
Ranger's will travel to Fort Lewis and
Adams State to play their first RMAC
conference
game
on
Friday,
December 9.
Coach Linda Raunig says, "the girls
did not kick it in to gear at the end of
the game; they did not have what we
called last season, The Edge."' The
Rangers returning this season are
Denise Lopez, Diana Lopez, Lindsay
Viall, Becky House, Nicole Gross,
Breanne Burley, Aiste Slenyte, Chelsie
Rademacher, and Sarah Wernimont.
The Ranger roster adds four new
names this year: Jill Furst, Jenny
Vieira, Emily Kuipers, and Stevi Steitz.
Raunig believes that these newcomers have many strengths and talents
that can positively contribute to the
skills of the veterans on the team.
However, the team will lose Becky
House this season due to an injury
that occurred in the first minute of the
first game in pre-seaspn when House
broke her foot. Raunig believes that
House is a "pivotal player" and her
absence on the court will affect the
team 4
Last year, the East Division
Conference coaches selected the
Regis Rangers as the team that will
win the conference. Raunig believes
that her team can do this, but she
adds "the team will have to have eight
to ten players contributing offensively
and right now it is about three or four
players contributing offensively."
This season Raunig believes that
the tough games will be Colorado
State-Pueblo and Concordia-St. Paul,
but she adds, "Every road conference
game poses a challenge. A team with
a 0-18 record can beat a team with an
18-0 record on any given night."

Photo By Graham Hunt

The Rangers face Fort Lewis on Friday for their first RMAC matchup of the
2005-06 season.
Erica Easter
Staff Reporter

On Friday, December 9, the men's
basketball team will have their first
conference game at Fort Lewis. Prior
to this conference opener, the team
has a 2-3 record, traveling to places
like Seattle University and hosting
teams like Johnson and Wales.
Returning players are junior Chris
Brever, senior Casey Fisher, senior
Jay Goral, senior Logan Garvin, senior
Jason Deich, senior Ben Schafer, and
senior Slade Bigelow. This veteran
team welcomes five new players to the
Ranger roster: junior Buster Miller,
freshman Jumoke Emery, senior Alex
Glueckler, junior Nick Winder, and junior Brandon Butler.
Their last five games have been led
offensively by the points put up by
Butler, Goral and Bigelow with the bulk
of assists from Garvin and Miller.
However, Ranger coach, Lonnie
Porter says, "I don't single anyone out.
I believe in the team concept," he

adds," this team has been working
very hard despite the injuries that have
plagued them." The team will lose
what Coach Porter says are "two pivotal players" this season due to
injuries.
Fisher is out for the entire season
because of an ACL injury and Deich is
also going to be absent on the court
due to a back problem. Coach Porter
says that with these setbacks "it is
hard to tell what kind of season we will
have because we are off to a slow
start," he adds, " there is a tough
schedule ahead and we lack the
depth-only having eight players will
hurt us." Despite the slow start,
Porter believes that his team is working extremely hard but "they are just
tired because they have to fill in for
those who are injured."

1. Your name: Lindsay Viall
2. Class year: Senior
3. Position you play: Forward
4. New players to watch out for:
everyone ... Stevi Seitz (guard) plus all
our returnees
5. How did you do in Orlando? We
went 2-1 and played really well. I was
so proud of the team. We had a great
time and we got to go to the front of
all the lines because Becky was in a
wheelchair with a broken foot.
6. How long have you been playing? I started playing in 5th grade
7. Greatest moment of your basketball career: Scoring 31 points to
beat Metro in overtime last year.
8. Prediction outlooks on this
year's team: This year's team is
great. All the girls bring talent to the
team. Plus, we have 4 starters returning. I feel so good about everyone on
the team and I am really excited to
start playing. Our goal is to repeat as
RMAC champs!! So come watch!!

SEE WHAT IT'S LIKE TO WORK AS
A "FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT."

In '3VttCt
Summer Semester 2006 - 4 weeks
July 15 - August 12

Congratulations to the champions of the first annual O'Connell vs. Desmet
football challenge. Different class years from OC and DeSmet halls competed in a challenge of Friday December, 2. This event was sponsored by
Student Involvement Committee.

Gal1\e Of the Week

Join Professors Janellen Hill, Arne G'Schwind
and Elenie Opffer of the Regis Communication
Department and a team of media professionals
and faculty in Aegina, Greece for a 4-week
summer program. Students will learn and apply
skills in photography, video, web design
and writing to create a web documentary.
SIX UNDERGRADUATE CREDITS Available
through Regis College
$3,995 + airfare (and tuition)
For information:
Aegina@ieiMedia.com
jhill@regis.edu or jgschwin@regis.edu

Men's and Women's Basketball vs.
Colorado Springs
December 16. Women at 5:30, Men at 7:30

The institute for education in international media
www.ieiMedia.com
See what last year's students did:
www.CagliProject.com
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Discover Denver: Colorado's Governor Residence at the Boettcher Mansion
Justin Parnell
Associate Editor

Throughout the Cheesman era, the
focus was developing and expanding
the property. Gladys, along with her
Located on the southeast corner of husband John Evans, added unique
Logan and Eighth Avenue atop features including a fountain-centered
Denver's Logan Hill, the Boettcher rose garden, a lily pool with pergola,
Mansion has been residence to and a solarium which later became
Colorado's sitting governors for more known as the Palm Room.
According
to
the Boettcher
than 45 years and is a cornerstone of
the city's landscape. Bequeathed to Foundation , Claude K. Boettcher, a
the State of Colorado in 1959 by leading western businessman, purClaude Boettcher, the mansion has chased the home from the Cheesman
been a solid dynamic testimony to the family in 1923. Claude presented the
legacy of the state and the Boettcher deed to his wife Edna as a Valentine's
family.
Day gift. The Boettcher family, avid
Built in 1907, the mansion was orig- world travelers, added several personinally owned by Alice Cheesman, al collections to the mansions decor
widow of Denver business tycoon from their global trips. Among their
Walter Cheesman.
In 1907, Mr. finest additions was a crystal chandeCheesman died, just short before the lier that hung in the White House ballmansion he designed fr""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'il room in 1876, when
for his family began
President Ulysses S.
construction.
Mrs.
II
Grant
presided
over
America's centennial celeCheesman and her
daughter Gladys prebration (and Colorado's
ceded with plans of Governor Residence at admission to the Union).
constructing
the the Boettcher Mansion
Left to a private family
graceful, three-story
400 E. 8th Avenue
foundation after the death
of both Mr. and Mrs.
home in one of
Denver's most elite
(Logan & 8th Avenue) Boettcher in 1957, the
neighborhoods.
Georgian Revival resiTours & Information: dence officially became
Compared to the historic Victorian style
Colorado
the Governor's Mansion
Molly Brown and
Historical Society
three years later after con(
siderable
controversy.
Byers-Evans houses,
)
_
303 866 3681
the
Boettcher
The Colorado Historical
Mansion resembles a
Society claims that severtraditional presidenal state agencies initially
tial-like residence due to its wrought declined the gift from the Boettcher
iron fence, two-story Roman Ionic family, and after two years of trying to
colonnade, and elegant arched win- give the mansion to the state, the foundows. "The home is very stately," said dation prepared to auction off the
Kathleen Marrs, Colorado Historical house's prized collection until then
Society volunteer tour guide for the Governor Stephen McNichols acceptmansion.
ed the property on behalf of the state.

If 'T.ou Go

Photo by www.colorado.gov

Built in 1907, Colorado's Governor Residence at the Boettcher Mansion
has been home to six sitting governors for more than 45 years. Originally
built by the Cheesman family, the home was sold to the Boettcher family
in 1923, then given to the State of Colorado in 1957 after considerable controversy.
The 2,400 square foot mansion has the Library, created by Andre Boule,
housed six governors since 1960 and the most celebrated of Louis XIV furnimakers
and
designers.
a handful of royalty and world leaders, ture
including Charles Lindbergh, Dwight Colorado's Historical Society claims
D. Eisenhower, Harry Truman and the desk is to be one of only two in
Princess Anne. "The mansion's gar- existence.
The Colorado Historical Society
den also hosted the world leaders of
the Summit of the Eight (in 1997)," offers free tours three different times
during the year, including the first
states Marrs.
Visitors to the Colorado Governor's week of December and every Tuesday
Residence at the Boettcher Mansion in June, July and August from 1-3 pm.
today are surrounded by art and arti- Marrs explains the City of Denver and
facts that were left behind from the the Denver Office of Cultural Affairs
Cheesman, Evans and Boettcher fam- are also working to include the
ilies. The home continues to feature Governor's Mansion to its Doors Open
original ornate fountains, gardens, Denver program. Doors Open Denver,
stunning ceiling detailing, and a sub- scheduled for April 22-23, is an annual
stantial collection of European and event offering residents and visitors
Asian museum quality artwork-.,
the opportunity to experience Denver's
"Each room is like a different piece architectural gems and lesser known
of art," said Marrs. One of the home's landmarks for free.
major attractions is the cylinder desk in

Tammy Hackfort
Contributing Columnist
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I have a little bit of self-disclosure
for you, my loyal and dedicated readers. I am a mild germaphob, I get anxiety when around large groups of people, and I have absolutely no patience
for genuine stupidity (I'm not talking
about ignorance, I'm talking about
"knowing something and still neglecting to be influenced by your knowledge). You must also know, for the
purposes of this article, that I love
searching for the perfect gift for family and friends and cannot resist a deal
(don't you just get a l-can-conquerthe-world-because-1-bought-a-cashmere-sweater-50%-off rush?). I think
you see where this is going.
For me, the day after Thanksgiving
is hell. I am torn between my love of
a great steal and my hatred for all
things obnoxious. This year, as with
most years, the bargain-searching
side won out. I think it was in my
fourth store before 8am, Sears
(where I was buying a ten-dollar
crock-pot for an unmentioned bachelor relative), where I realized the ironic and bittersweet spell capitalistic
America casts on us. Here I was, an
intelligent college student who could
be studying, sleeping, or doing a hundred other productive things. But
instead, I was standing in line, waiting
to buy this crock-pot. I don't especially enjoy slow cookers. I don't know
that Jesus would either. I hope this
relative will, but come on, who gets
excited about receiving a crock-pot.
I'm giving people gifts because Jesus
was born? But that's another article.

Anyways, here I
was standing sleepyeyed,
impatiently
waiting to give my money to a store
for something I didn't want. But, it
doesn't matter if I wanted it or not; it
doesn't matter if I was patient or notthe fact of the matter was, I had to
wait. In what other aspects of our life
do we tolerate this? We insist that
waitresses bring us our ticket; we yell
at the UPS man if he is late; we even
chastise children for walking too slow.
Our society is bred in a fast-paced,
serve-me-immediately-or-1-will-haveyour-job mentality-how is the checkout different? And it is, there is no
pressure on the majority of salespeople, who conduct the same superfluous conversation with each customer.
While Black Friday may be an
exception for stores, we should drop
our items and throw a hissy fit like a
child, demanding service immediately. Otherwise, we should take this "it'll
get done attitude" with everything in
our lives. This means paying the
Nordstrom card bill a week late,
returning my rentals to Hollywood
Video after midnight, and sleeping
through half of a class. One way or
another, our society needs to synchronize its approach to the value of
other's time. At any rate, the crackpot was purchased along with numerous other "bargains." I was home by
noon and comatose for the rest of the
afternoon, sleeping off my exhaustion
of being bombarded by so many other
people, who, like me, were none too
happy at the prospect of such lines.
Shape up or ship out filthy capitalistic
tycoons.
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From the Vault:
It's a Wonderful Life
Alyse Warner
Staff Reporter

Regarded by some as the most
memorable movie of the holiday season, Frank Capra's "It's a Wonderful
Life" is a masterful expression of the
message that "no man can be poor if
he has friends." The portrayal of
Jimmy Stewart as the compassionate
but misguided George Bailey epitomizes middle class America as he
struggles against the tyranny of Mr.
Potter, emblematic of a power-hungry,
money driven wealthy class. George
remains the proverbial thorn in Mr.
Potter's avaricious side as he and his
company, Bailey Building and Loan,
try to keep families afloat during the
Great Depression and beyond. Mr.
Potter finds no use in charity and tries
to gain complete control of Bedford
Falls. It is in beautiful and innocent
Mary Bailey's -played by Donna
Reed- belief that her husband's heart
is in the right place that George finds
strength.
The films cast of characters range
from boisterous, like the bumbling but
beloved Uncle Billy, to the mundane;
these believable personalities create
feelings of fam iliarity in small town
1940s America.
The story of George Bailey is told
from the perspective of Joseph and
Clarence, the two angels that have the
responsibility of helping downtrodden
George see his own worth. From the
opening scene, where many voices

Album Spotlight

come together to form one great
prayer for a man who has lost sight of
what it means to be successful, the
emotions of the audience are stirred
as they too wish to reach out to this
lost individual. The angel Clarence is
charged with the responsibility of saving George, a task that will earn him
the privilege of angelic wings.
George is a man weighed down by
many burdens. Throughout his life he
has been left behind with all the
responsibilities.
Even though his
dream was to leave the town of
Bedford Falls and travel Europe, circumstances beyond his control, the
death of his much admired father,
leave him with the encumbrance of
salvaging the family business.
Eventually, George feels the pressure
of all his obligations catch up with him
as a business error puts him in a situation where his business could be
totally destroyed, coincidentally, on
December 24.
The pressures of the season compound as George comes to the breaking point standing above the river
about to end his own life. Surely the
intervention of an angel can stop
George from ending his life and realize
the fruitful one he was destined to
lead.
Capra's masterpiece is timeless and
the message is unequivocally hopeful.
It calls upon all of us to be more grateful for what we have been given and to
realize that any one person has the
power to change the world for the better, one day and one act of kindness at
a time . .Reminding us all that we have
the task of being compassionate to
each other because that, in and of
itself, can make all the difference.
Available from Media SeNices at the Dayton
Memorial Library in VHS format for a three-day

Highlander Recommends: Walk the Line
Jacqueline Kharouf
Staff Reporter

continues, telling the story of his angry
and bitter father, Ray, his kind and religious mother, Carrie, and his honest
and hardworking brother, Jack. From
here the movie flashes forward to
show Johnny's obsession with music
and his eventual decision to produce
his first record.
It is this scene which sets the movie
apart from its counterparts as the
recording studio owner tells Cash to
sing about something no one else
has-real experiences Phoenix plays
and (really) sings Cash's music with
incredible clarity and consciousness,
recalling those experiences and memories which form the foundations of
Cash's music and create the film 's
amazing dynamism.

Photo by www.mov1es.yahoo.com

Following the recent trend of
biographical movies, "Walk the Line"
holds its own and faces the music (so
to speak) with freshness and originality in an already worn out and cliched
movie genre. The movie follows the
life and musical career of the legendary singer and song writer Johnny
Cash as he battles with drug addictions, abusive relationships, and his
haunting past.
The film opens with the screaming
inmates of Folsom prison as they wait
for Cash to start the concert. The camera focuses on the door just behind the
stage, as the prisoners clap and stomp
in time to the repeating measures of
the opening song . It is behind that
door where the legendary singer waits,
thumbing the cruelly notched band
saw; his water glass moving in time
with the noise, rippling the still surface.
The camera swings upward to find
Joaquin Phoenix's slick black hair and
shadowed eyes focused on that saw.
But before the inmates can hear him
sing, the story flashes back to Cash's
childhood and the movie

DJ Spotlight

Kevin O'Brien
Music Director
Somerset "Pandora"

Every once and a
while a power punk
record comes along that does not
alienate the mainstream, while at the
same time not losing their credibility
within the scene. Somerset's debut
full length, Pandora, manages to
achieve this almost unobtainable status. The opening track, Open Books,
is a guitar driven power rock song
with unique melodies that immediately draw the listener in. As the song
ends howling feedback screams from
the speakers creating a segway into
the best song on the album,
Clockwork. The song opens with a
simply drum beat and bass line, but
within twenty seconds the listener is
hit with a break down reminscent of
early Q and not U. As the song goes
on a many stringed instruments are
featured, showing the diversity of the
bands sound. Pandora is a truely
steller debut, and after gaining some
notice from Alternative Press, who
gave Pandora a 4 out of 5, it is only a
matter of time before the mainstream
catches on to th e progressive power
punk sound of Somerset. You can
hear Somerset's debut all week long
on KRCX 93.9 FM, channel 14, or
Online@ www.krcx.tk

1. What kind of music do you listen to? I pretty much listen to everything and if I listen to something long
enough I usually grow to like it.
2. What is your DJ name and the
name of your show? ToneDeaf
Tony. The ToneDeaf Tony show
3. If you could be any animal what
would you be and why? Bandicoot
because the name is up there in the
coolness factor. Everyone knows
that Bandicoot's have nine wives.
4. If you could give anyone on
campus a message what would
you say?
Risschie Aran: BROSEPH . Howdy
doo good buddy. Frank Haug likes
some Linkin Park.
5. Who inspires you when you do
your hair? It often changes; I usually do whatever I feel like. At the
moment Josh Bablonka is primarily
my inspiration right now.

-

Photo by www.movies.yahoo.com

While the movie is mainly focused
on the emotional and psychological
struggles of Cash, Reese Witherspoon
adds flare and Southern sass as June
Carter, Cash's eventual wife and fellow
mus1c1an.
Witherspoon's cute and
sharp delivery of her reprimands and
criticism lightens the film, while her
cool acting conveys the gravity of her
affection for Cash Carter's scolding
renders the name of one of Cash's
most famous songs and the name of
the film: "Ya'II can't walk no line," she
says after yelling at her drunk touring
companions. Carter's faith and friendship brings Cash out of his drug addictions and brings him back to the start
of the film, when he finally sings for the
Folsom inmates, recording the highest
selling live album to date.
Although the acting and musicianship is exemplary, it is the music which
holds this film together; music that truly
means something, satisfying a craving
for unabashed emotions in an often
unfeeling and cruel world.

Photo by www.movies.yahoo.com
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Drink a qu art of eggnog in 20 minutes for charity!
Thursday, December 8 at 5:00 p.m.
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Mound Town

Campus Events
Ut>,day, December 6

Psychology Open House / SCI 101
11:00 am
Volunteer discussion / T ownhomes 5:00 pm
, Loyola farewell reception / Stud Ctr 7:00 pm
, Jazz Ensemble / Berkeley Church
7:30 pm
, Commuter student breakfast / Cafet. 9:30 m
Bake Sale / Student Center
Kwanzaa celebration/ Student Ctr
, Public speaking showcase / Sci Amp
, Classic Evening of Music / Berkeley

\\ 'cdnc,day. 0cc 7

Thur-.,clay. December 8

9:00am
11:30 am
7:00pm
7:30 pm

Feast of the Immac. Concep. / Chapel 11:30 am
Highlander Nog Off / Quad
5:00 pm
, Immac. Concep. Service / Chapel
8:30 pm
Clothing drive/ Carroll 4th floor
8:00 am
Sacrament of Reconciliation / Chapel 4:30 pm
, Piano recital / Berkele Church
7:00 m

rriclay. Delcmbcr 9

\londay. December 12

ecember 6,8
December 6,8
December 6,8
December 6,Dec 17
December 6,Dec 24
December 6, Dec 29
December 6,Dec 30
December 6,Jan 8
December 6,Jan 22
December 9,Jan 1
December 10, 31
Decemberl2

CONCERTS

Christmas tree decoration / Stud Ctr ll:00 a
Feast of Our Lady Guadalupe
5:00 pm

ecember9
ecember IO
ecember 11
ecember 12

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Cla~s Time

Class :'\ leers

Exam Time

7:30pm
7:30pm
7:00 pm
6:00pm
700 •

Madeleine Peyroux / Paramount
Barenaked Ladies / Temple Buell
KPBI Mistletoe Jam/ Fillmore
All,American Rejects / Ogden Theatre
G G D II / G h. Th

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

Exam Date

~lon, Dec 12
8:00 am
8:00 am
iv1\VF
\Ned,
Dec 14
8:00 am
M\Vor ~fWF
9:00 am
\.Ion, Dec 12
M\VF
10:10 am
10:30 am
Wed
Dec 14
10:10 am
11·30 am
MWF
\1on, Dec 12
1:15 pm
12:30 pm
~lWF
Wed,
Dec 14
MWF
1:15pm
1:30 pm
Mon, Dec 12
\1Wor ~1WF
3:30 pm
2:30pm
Wed,Decl4
MW
pm
3:30
4:00pm
Mon, Dec 12
M
6:00pm
6:00pm
Wed,
Dec 14
w
6:00pm
6:00pm
Tue, Dec 13
8:00 am
TR
8:00 am
8:00 am
Thur, Dec 15
9:25 am
TR
10:10 am
Tue, Dec 13
10:50 am
TR
Thur, Dec 15
IOJO am
TR
12:15 pm
Tue, Dec 13
1:15pm
TR
1:45 pm
Thur, Dec 15
TR
1:15pm
3:15 pm
Tue, Dec 13
TR
3:30pm
4:30 pm
Tue, Dec 13
6:00pm
T
6:00pm
Thur,
Dec 15
6:00
pm
6:00pm
R
NOTE: Piano students' final exam is scheduled for }1on, Dec 13 at 3:30 pm

Bee Season / Starz Film Center
Kamikaze Girls / Starz Film Center
Proof/ Starz Film Center
The Passenger / Starz Film Center
Paradise Now/ Starz Film Center
September Shoes / Ricketson Theatre
A Christmas Carol / Stage Theatre
The Nutcracker / Ellie Caulkins Opera House
Aida / Arvada Center
Truss Thrust exhibit/ Mus. of Contemp. Art
Blossoms of Light / Denver Botanic Gardens
Zoo Lights / Denver Zoo
Our Lady of Guadalupe/ Denver Art Museum
Tuba Christmas Concert/ Larimer Square

December 7
December 11
Decemberl2

7:00 pm
2:15 pm
7:00 pm

Boston Bruins at Avalanche
Baltimore Ravens at Broncos
Ottawa Senators at A valache

Ranger .Athletics
I

December 9
December 10
December 16
December 17

MEN'S BASKETBALL
8:00pm
8:00pm
7:30pm
7:30pm

at Fort Lewis
at Adams State
CU-Colorado Springs
NM, Highlands University

\i\TOMEN'S BASKETBALL
December 9
December IO
December 16
December 17

6:00pm
6:00pm
5:30pm
5:30 pm

at Fort Lewis
at Adams State
CU-Colorado Springs
NM,Highlands University

Weekly Word Whomp
Down
1. Behaved

2. Show displeasure
3. Entertain

4. Sharp to the taste
5. Person who operates
a camera
6. So be it
7. End of life
8. Unwell
12. Luggage
14. Fem. pronoun
17. Young bear
18. Fertile area in a desert
19. Old Scottish county
20. Speaks with
impediment
22. Pre Easter season
23. Spouse
-----t--+--+--125. North American nation
27. Cover

Across

1. Diminish
21. State of USA
5. Seaport in SW Spain
24. Public transport
9. Prolonged unconsciousness 26. Metal spikes
10. Humped ruminant
28. Tendon
11 . Excursions
29. Journey
13. Repasts
30. Poles for sails
31 . Repairs
15. Scholar
16. Meat

Answers to last issue's
Weekly Word Whomp
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